Postdoc Position in Pancreatic Cancer (Bailey Lab)

The Division of Gastroenterology at the University of Texas Health Science Center in Houston is seeking outstanding candidates with training in molecular biology, cancer stem cells and tumor biology. Research projects in the lab focus on oncogenic signaling pathways underlying pancreatic cancer initiation and metastasis. We are particularly interested in studying the effects of inflammation, stroma and oncogenic signaling on specific cell types in the pancreas.

The applicant will have a Ph.D., an M.D./Ph.D. (less than 2 years is preferred) in molecular biology, cancer biology or stem cell biology. The applicant should have experience with animal models and an outstanding publication record with first author papers in high-impact journals and should be highly motivated. The applicant should be highly skilled in molecular biology/cell signaling/gene regulation as we do a significant amount of mechanistic experiments. The applicant must be able to design experiments and prepare their data for scientific meetings, write manuscripts and understand and speak English well.

Please submit a letter of interest, your CV, copies of relevant publications and contact information for three references to Jennifer.M.Bailey@uth.tmc.edu and list “Postdoc position in pancreatic cancer” in the subject line. A competitive salary and excellent compensation and benefits package will be provided commensurate with experience.

*UTHealth is an EEO/AA employer. UTHealth does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, gender, sexual orientation, national origin, genetics, disability, age, or any other basis prohibited by law. EOE/M/D/F/V.*